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Tapping, known as
Emotional Freedom
Techniques or EFT, is a
Why Diet And
tool that is being used to
Exercise Are Not
The Key To Weight
address a range of issues Loss And Health
from anxiety, chronic pain, JULY
2014
addiction, and fear, to
weight control, financial
abundance, stress relief, and more. Based on the
principles of ancient acupressure and modern
psychology, tapping concentrates on specific
meridian endpoints while focusing on negative
emotions or physical sensations. Nick Ortner
discusses how tapping can help calm the nervous system
to restore the balance of energy in the body and rewire
the brain to respond in healthy ways. Nick is CEO of The
Tapping Solution, and author of the book, The Tapping
Solution: A Revolutionary System for Stress-Free Living.
His film, The Tapping Solution, follows people who have
used tapping to overcome tremendous challenges.
Listen to Nick on CYACYL:
http://bit.ly/1n4qLvD

FROM THE EDITOR
their sister. Surviving unimaginable
grief, I clung to those words as a
source of comfort. Then, as time
passed, holidays came and went,
special occasions were celebrated –
graduations, birthdays - and no offer
of inclusion was made.
My story is just one example of the
many letdowns people experience.
What about a child who is promised
your attendance at a dance recital
or sporting event? A boss that is
guaranteed a completed task? A
friend that is offered help with a
problem?

Say What You Mean And
Mean What You Say
How many times has someone
told you that he or she was going
to do something and then it never
materialized? How many times have
you promised something to another
only to let that person down?
Promises are powerful. They are given
to fulfill a need of another. When
someone makes a promise it is usually
made with the best of intentions and in
that moment, the person believes that
he or she will be able to complete the
offer. Then the person goes off like a
busy little bee, involved in the tasks of
daily life, and his or her words become
a distant memory.
The problem is that the recipient of a
promise remembers every word said.
Often, spoken words are a life jacket
to a drowning person and that person
clings to them for survival.
After my mother and sister passed
away (my last two remaining nuclear
family members) and my divorce
became final, a few people told me
that I would never be alone, that I
was a member of their “family”; I was

Heartbreak and disappointment are
the result of empty words and offers
made in haste, even with the best of
intentions.
The next time you are about to
make a promise think about what
you are going to offer. Take time to
reflect before you state it. Weigh the
pros and cons and examine your life
situation to be sure you can fulfill
your end of the deal. Think about the
long-term ramifications.
Be honest about your capabilities.
Stop being a “yes” person or “the
big man on campus”. You can’t
please everyone and it’s much better
to do nothing or say you can’t do
something than offer an empty
promise.
Examine your motivation for making
the offer. Are you trying to make
someone feel better for the moment?
Do you want to be liked? Are you
trying to gain something for yourself?
Remember that your words may only
be words to you but to another they
can mean the world. If you’re not
sure that you can fulfill a promise,
then don’t say anything. Adopt the
rule in life to say what you mean and
mean what you say.
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JOEL OSTEEN

When the Master Steps In
I read a story about a five-yearold boy who loved the piano. He
played every chance that he got.
He never had any formal lessons
or training. In fact, some people
told him he was too young and
too small; but in spite of those
comments, he continued practicing.
The only song he really knew how
to play was “Chopsticks.” It’s just a
very simple tune.
One day, his father surprised him
with tickets to the symphony to
hear this world-renowned Italian
pianist. This man was one of the
greatest piano players that had
ever lived. That night on the way
to their seats, the little boy noticed
the beautiful grand piano up on the
stage. When no one was watching,
he snuck over, sat down and began
to play his elementary version of
“Chopsticks.” About that time, the
curtain began to rise. Everyone
was expecting to see the worldrenowned pianist. Instead, they
saw this little five-year-old boy.
He was so caught up in his world
that he didn’t realize what was
happening. When he finally looked
up, he was petrified.

Just as he was about to take off
running toward his seat, he felt two
big arms reaching around him from
behind. It was the world-renowned
pianist. He whispered in the little
boy’s ears, “Keep playing.”
The little boy continued playing that
elementary version of “Chopsticks.”
The world-renowned piano player
started playing a Beethoven
symphony piece that was scored
in the same cadence and the same
key. Under the direction of the
master, he brought in the rest of
the orchestra. First, the woodwinds,
then the percussion, then the brass.
The father sat there in the audience
with tears. He never dreamed that
simple tune that he had heard in
his home so many times would
no longer sound like “Chopsticks,”
but it would become a beautifully
inspired, fully perfected, Beethoven
symphony. What happened? The
master stepped in.
Sometimes in life, you may not
feel like you have the talent, the
strength or the ability, but the good
news is that God does. When you

use what you have, the Master will
show up. God will put His hands
over your hands. He will use what
you think is very average: average
talent, average skills, average
education. When the Master steps
in, He will mix His super with your
average, and amazing things will
begin to happen!

Joel Osteen is pastor of Lakewood
Church in Houston, Texas – a
vibrant and diverse church that
Forbes calls the largest and
fastest-growing congregation
in America. Joel shares a
positive message of hope and
encouragement that extends all
around the world.
www.joelosteen.com
Copyright © 2014 by Joel Osteen. All
rights reserved. Used by permission.
International copyright secured.
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Why Diet And Exercise Are Not
The Key To Weight Loss And Health
By Mark Hyman, MD
What if getting healthy had very little
to do with obsessing over what you
eat or worrying about how much you
exercise? What if you could make weight
loss and health automatic? In fact,
research shows that is the best way to
lose weight and get healthy. You can
design a life where health and weight
loss are an automatic side effect of your
environment.
Changing your behavior is much easier if
you set up cues all around you. The less
you have to think about it, the easier it
is to do. If all you have in the house are
raw nuts or crudités for snacks, that’s
all you will eat. If I was tired or stressed
and I had a bag of my favorite chocolate
chip cookies in the cupboard, I would
eat the whole bag (even though I know
better).
But if I have to drive ten miles to get it,
I won’t! It’s really as simple as making
the defaults in your environment work
for you rather than against you. That
can be a challenging task when there is
a processed-food and junk-food carnival
at every corner, but today I’m going to
show you how you can set yourself up
for success.
In 2009, longevity expert and bestselling
author of Blue Zones, Dan Buettner,
came to a small town in Minnesota
with the purpose of changing the
structural design of people’s lives to
automatically create healthier behaviors.
He did this by weaving opportunities to
become healthier into the fabric of the
community—into schools, workplaces,
homes, restaurants, grocery stores, and
neighborhoods.

As a result, the town saw a 28 percent
reduction in health care costs. Kids were
no longer allowed to eat in classrooms
or in the hallways at school; overall,
they saw a 10 percent decrease in body
weight. Dramatic changes happened just
by altering the infrastructure. It was a
groundbreaking experiment that proved
Experts on mindless eating (or the study the powerful transformational effect of
of how unconscious eating habits make designing your environment for success.
us fat and sick) got people to replace
The key to changing habits is to
their standard-size plates at home with
understand how change really occurs.
smaller 10-inch ones. Buettner got
And for the most part, it occurs by design,
people to move the junk food up to
not by accident or by wishful thinking. It
hard-to-reach shelves in their homes
occurs by transforming the unconscious
(or to get rid of it entirely) and place
choices we make every day, shifting
fruit and nuts within easy reach. He
them so that the automatic, easy, default
convinced grocery stores to label and
choices become healthy choices, not
feature foods that helped promote
deadly ones.
health and longevity.
He brought together town and
community leaders and other experts
to rethink the whole problem of health.
It was a community-based solution, all
about creating simple changes in the
environment that led to big changes in
health.

He encouraged businesses to replace
donuts, candy, and soda with healthier
snacks. Restaurants added healthy
options to their menus. Transportation
experts designed a sidewalk loop
around a lake in the middle of town
and encouraged “walking school buses”
by getting grandparents to walk their
grandchildren to school. Dan and his
team of experts encouraged people
to form moais, the Japanese word
for groups of people who support
one another for life and walk or
exercise together in person instead of
“connecting” on social media.
Dan didn’t tell people to exercise more
or tell them what to eat. He simply
changed their immediate environment.
In other words, he restructured the
town in such a way as to make it easy
for people to do the right thing.

Stanford professor and social scientist
BJ Fogg specializes in creating systems
to change human behavior. He calls
this behavior design. Fogg explains that
in order to change behavior, you need
three things: the motivation to change,
the ability to change, and the trigger to
change. If you want to eat a protein-filled
breakfast for energy, then you have the
motivation. Now you need the ability and
a trigger.
For ability, you need to have the
ingredients for the breakfast in your
cupboard or fridge ready to go and easy
to prepare. You might want to measure
out the dry ingredients (nuts, seeds, or
protein powder) and even put them in the
blender the night before. Think low-friction
behavior change, so easy you don’t even
notice it.

Next, you need a trigger. Maybe you put
the recipe for a protein shake on your
fridge, with a big headline: “EAT THIS
FOR BREAKFAST.” Maybe you get rid of
all the other breakfast options in your
house, or put them out of sight so that
your hunger becomes the trigger. The
point is, you need a catalyst for your
new, chosen behavior. You need a builtin nudge that gets you moving in the
right direction.

you need them.
• Stock your kitchen with the right
stuff. Arrange the foods so that the
healthiest ones are the most accessible
and appealing. Cut up veggies and fruit
and have them in little glass containers
stacked for easy access. Stock healthy
snacks (such as nuts, seeds, or grassfed or organic turkey, beef, or buffalo
jerky) so that they are easy to grab on
the go when you’re in a hurry.

Here’s another example: If you are
motivated to do chin-ups but never
remember and don’t have a place to
do them, they won’t happen. To build
in the necessary ability and trigger,
you might first purchase a chin-up bar
and then install it in your bathroom or
bedroom doorway so you see it every
time you walk by. With this automatic
ability-and-trigger set right in front of
you, you will naturally fit in more chinups.

• Make your bedroom a sanctuary.
Compared to your kitchen, you might
not think of your bedroom as an
influential area for your health and
weight loss efforts, but it is. Is your
bedroom designed to be a peaceful,
stress-free environment that promotes
rest? What prevents you from getting
a good night’s sleep? Look around
your bedroom and identify three
things you can do to make it a place
of rejuvenation. Options might include
clearing away clutter, getting blackout
shades, getting earplugs or an eye
mask, or committing to reading instead
of watching television before bedtime.

The key to success is to intentionally
design your environment to make it
easy to do the right thing and create
health. Our world is a hostile health
environment (we live in world of Big
Gulps and Big Macs at every turn), so
we need to create our own “health
bubble.”
Where is your environment set up to
help you stay on track and where does
it trip you up? What can you do to make
your actions automatic around food,
exercise, and stress reduction? You can
design your life for automatic success.
Strategies for Healthy Life Design
• Organize your kitchen for healthy meal
preparation.
• Clean out your drawers and cabinets
so they are free of clutter.
• Make sure you have or buy all the
cooking utensils you need to succeed.
• Arrange your pots and pans for easier
access.

• Plan your food in advance. Think
ahead! The goal is to prevent yourself
from ending up in a food emergency in
which the only thing open is a fastfood restaurant or convenience store.
When do you typically get into that
type of situation? Is it at 5 p.m. when
you’re too tired to make dinner? When
you’re pressed for time between daily
commitments and on the run? You can
also assemble what I call an Emergency
Life Pack to carry with you to ensure
you’re never stuck without healthy
options.
• Make grocery shopping a weekly
ritual. This goes hand in hand with
planning your meals ahead of time.
Keep a shopping list at the ready so you
can add to it as the week goes along.
Choose a specific day and time when
you’ll shop each week so it becomes an
ingrained ritual.

• Refresh your supply of spices,
condiments, oils, vinegars, and sauces
so you can cook anything, at any
time, without having to run out to the
supermarket.

• Plant healthy snacks in your
environment. Put raw nuts or
other healthy snacks in your glove
compartment, desk drawer, purse, or
backpack so they are within easy reach
and allow you to safely bypass the
vending machine or drive-through when
you’re hungry.

• Find new recipes online or in
cookbooks and put them in an easy-toaccess place so they are ready when

• Steer clear of your danger zones.
If the drive-through you pass each
morning on your way to work calls

• Get smaller plates.

out to you like a siren song, chart
another daily route. If the aroma from
the bakery you walk past on your way
to work is irresistible to you, walk
down a different block. Put yourself—
literally—on a path to health rather than
temptation.
• Protect your health bubble in social
situations. When and with whom do
you find yourself feeling pressured or
tempted to eat or drink things that
work against your health goals? At work
when they bring in platters of food and
soda for lunch? When you are out with
friends? At holidays with family? Eat
something before or bring your own
food. I always carry nut butter packets
in my pocket!
• Make exercise easy. Identify the top
three obstacles that get in the way of
your daily exercise. Is it having the
clothing you need, clean and easy to
access? When the weather is bad? Make
a backup plan for your daily walk if the
weather is bad (use the treadmill at a
gym, try a workout DVD, etc.). Think
about systems you can put into place
to trigger you to do the right thing. For
example, I hate push-ups, but I like
showers, so every day before I get in
the shower I do 40 push-ups (I could
only do 10 when I started).
• Keep your supplies for self-nurturing
practices at the ready. What three
things can you do integrate relaxation
practices into your life? Ideas might
include keeping your bathroom cabinet
stocked with extra Epsom salts, baking
soda, and lavender oil, so you always
have what you need to take my
UltraDetox Bath. Set a timer to remind
you to do deep breathing or meditation.
Think about what gives you peace and
triggers your relaxation response, then
set up your defaults so you can do
those practices often.

Mark Hyman, MD, is dedicated to
identifying and addressing the root
causes of chronic illness through
a groundbreaking whole-systems
medicine approach called Functional
Medicine. He is a family physician, a
eight-time New York Times bestselling
author, and an international leader in
his field. Through his private practice,
education efforts, writing, research, and
advocacy, he empowers others to stop
managing symptoms and start treating
the underlying causes of illness, thereby
tackling our chronic-disease epidemic.
www.drhyman.com

Mia Frezzo
Move Freely with Age

Arthritis, Stiﬀness and Pain Are
Not Necessarily A Part of Getting Older
Many pets slow down as they age. Yet,
sometimes, we mistake signs of arthritis as
normal aging. I have witnessed numerous
patients spring back to life once they feel
less pain and stiffness despite advanced
age.
How do we get our dogs and cats to
move happily again with ease? I prefer
a combination approach. Start with a
thorough physical exam and routine blood
tests. If your pet is overweight, reduce
his caloric intake. Since increasing activity
may be difficult for pets suffering joint
and muscular pain, he may need to lose
some weight prior to commencing an
exercise routine. Convert to a high quality
or prescription weight loss food, feed two
smaller meals daily, and substitute fruits
and vegetables for pet snacks and biscuits.
Fruits and vegetables may be fed raw
or steamed. Four fruits and vegetables
to avoid are grapes, raisins, onions and
garlic. Eliminate all other table food, if
possible.
Once your pet loses some weight, he will
begin to show more energy and stability.
This is the perfect time to institute an
exercise regimen. Gradually build up the
length of playtime, outdoor walks for dogs
and overall activity. You may see a cycle
of even greater energy as more weight is
shed.

I recommend a pet joint supplement that
contains chondroitin sulfate, glucosamine
and MSM, such as Cosequin DS for dogs
and Cosequin for Cats Sprinkle Caps.
Although some senior pet food formulas
contain these ingredients, they are not
supplied in sufficient quantities to relieve
symptoms in most pets.

pet your dog. Pet the area of concern or
anywhere on your pet’s body two to four
times daily as needed. For cats, use equal
parts lavender and peppermint and apply
once daily. Pure essential oils will be
absorbed into the bloodstream readily, so
your pet will benefit even if you do not apply
directly to the targeted area(s).

Fish oil (omega 3 and 6 essential fatty
acids) reduces inflammation and supports
the immune system. I recommend
products specifically formulated for pets
for optimal absorption and minimal to
no side effects. Some examples include
Welactin and Rx Vitamins Ultra EFA- both
are suitable for dogs and cats. Ask me for
additional reputable products.

Depending on the severity of your pet’s
discomfort and degree of immobility, many
veterinarians including myself prescribe
oral anti-inflammatory medications and a
series of weekly injections (for dogs) to
stimulate repair of the cartilage damaged
by injury or arthritis. My goal is to use such
medications only when needed and for as
little time as possible. Supplements and
natural alternatives can replace or lessen the
necessity of traditional medications in many
cases.

I have had remarkable results reducing
signs of arthritis pain and stiffness with
topical application of doTerra Deep
Blue essential oil blend. This blend of
Wintergreen, Camphor, Peppermint,
Blue Tansy, German Chamomile,
Helichrysm, and Osmanthus not only
relieves pain but also helps to repair
injured tissue. In addition to Deep Blue,
I also like Marjoram, a natural muscle
relaxant, lavender and peppermint which
offer analgesic and anti-inflammatory
properties. For dogs, apply 1-2 drops
of Deep Blue and 1-2 drops of lavender
to the palms of your hands, and simply

Together, we can create the best
combination of supplements, medications
and natural products to foster movement
and activity in your elderly or injured pet.

Mia Frezzo, DVM, is a doctor of veterinary
medicine and owner of the Animal Hospital
of Hasbrouck Heights, located in Hasbrouck
Heights, NJ.
www.vetinheights.com

Your Body,
Your Garden:
Four Reasons to
Add Diversity to
Your Health Plan
By Dr. Mao Shing Ni
Sometimes more is more—especially
when it comes to your health!
Mixing up your diet and lifestyle with
plenty of diversity can defend you
better against top killers like cancer,
heart disease, and inflammation.
Since many people are finding
themselves as gardeners on the
weekend, I hope you will indulge
me a moment to make a metaphor
between garden health and a
human body’s health. Something
many gardeners of the land have
known for a long time is that the
more diversity a garden has—such
as more plants, insects, and soil
nutrients—the more healthy and

recover more effectively from the
storms that attack your body on a
daily basis, such as environmental
toxins and food-borne bacteria
from improper care of livestock and
produce.
Get diversity in your health plan!
Start here.

1. Eat a rainbow of colors.
A diversity of colors on your plate
equals resilience in your body!
Each of those colors indicates a
different antioxidant or nutrient that
is present. For example, the orange
hue of squash and carrots brings
antioxidant carotenoids, which bolster
immunity and eyesight, as well as
beta-carotene, which helps reduce
resilient that garden will be. Well, it’s
risk of cancer and heart disease. The
the same for your body!
dark green kale and broccoli are rich
in antioxidants and a treasure trove
Build A Stronger Body
of potassium, dietary fiber, folate,
You may be hearing the term
vitamin A, vitamin E, and vitamin
“resilient” more lately, particularly as it C. The antioxidant phytonutrients
applies to our planet. Resiliency is the found in blue and purple foods keep
ability to bounce back after an assault blood vessels healthy, benefiting
from dramatic weather, like hurricanes your cardiovascular system, helping
pummeling the East coast or the
reverse short-term memory loss,
wild fires ravaging the West coast, or
and defending against cancer. So
droughts shriveling soil in the Midwest. eat every color in every meal! An
easy way to get it all in one shot is
Your body is a world unto itself.
to make your own soup, stews, juice
Through a diversity of nutrients,
blends, and smoothies.
beneficial floras, and other healthsupportive elements in your body,
2. Don’t forget about herbs.
you becomes more resilient and can
Just as a variety of foods in your diet

maximize your health, daily doses
of different herbs can protect you
from disease. Everyone has slightly
different herbal needs; for your best
results, you should meet with a
licensed herbalist to tailor a blend to
your needs. But the general idea is to
spice up your herbal intake! Perhaps
you could pop some antioxidant-rich
parsley in your morning smoothie,
add ginger and garlic to your sautéed
veggies, and drink a cup of valerian
tea at night.
3. Mix up exercise.
If you only lift weights, you are
building bones, but not increasing
flexibility. If you only stretch, you
are increasing flexibility and range
of motion, but what about keeping
your muscles strong? And don’t
forget cardio, which keeps your heart
pumping! Some exercises include
these benefits all in one, such as
tai chi, qigong, and certain forms
of yoga. But everything counts!
Bicycling, dancing, and swimming are
all excellent workouts. Even gardening
includes weigh bearing and cardio
when digging, raking, or doing another
consistent sweeping activity.
4. Cultivate emotional resilience
in many ways.
This is a biggie in our modern culture,
a hugely important piece that most
of us don’t make time for. So it is
somewhat bold of me to suggest

you should have many daily practices
that nurture your state of mind. Don’t
worry, it doesn’t need to be elaborate.
It could be as simple as meditating for
10 minutes in the morning, reading an
inspiring passage right before lunch,
and spending five minutes petting a
furry animal or walking in the woods.
The point is to bring 5 to 10 minutes
of mindfulness and joy at different
intervals in your day. This will help you
weather any storm!
A Diverse Garden is a Resilient Garden
Are you seeing a pattern here? In
every aspect of your life, you want to
bring in greater variety. That way, if
one practice or nutrient fails, another
can keep everything running smoothly.
Just for example: maybe you missed
your evening yoga class, but your
morning meditation practice keeps you
at ease in spite of this. Or maybe you
aren’t able to absorb the antioxidants
in your kale for some reason, but you
are eating plenty of other colorful
antioxidants to fill the gap. In the end,
what diversity is all about is covering
all the gaps so your optimal health
prevails.
May you live long, live strong, and live
happy!

Dr. Mao Shing Ni, best known as Dr.
Mao is a bestselling author, doctor
of Oriental Medicine and board
certified anti-aging expert. He has
recently appeared on The Ricki Lake
Show, Dr. Oz, and contributes to
Yahoo Health and The Huffington
Post. Dr. Mao practices acupuncture,
nutrition, and Chinese medicine with
his associates at the Tao of Wellness
in Santa Monica, Newport Beach
and Pasadena, CA. Dr. Mao and his
brother, Dr. Daoshing Ni, founded the
Tao of Wellness more than 25 years
ago in addition to founding Yo San
University in Marina del Rey.
www.taoofwellness.com

Walking Through Life
By Steve Goodier

An unusual thing happened to me
a few years ago. I spoke casually
with a woman who served tables at
a restaurant I frequented. We knew
each other by first name only, but
usually chatted for a few minutes
each time I dined there.
One day, she asked me, “Do you
have a son about eight years old?”
“What has he done?” I thought. I
nodded yes.
She pressed on. “Does he play
soccer?”
When I said that he did, she asked
if he played in a game the previous
week at a particular field. Again, I
answered, “Yes.”
“I thought so,” she smiled. “I saw
him and thought he must be your
son.”
Since there were tens of thousands
of young boys in the city, I was
amazed and exclaimed, “I didn’t
know he looked that much like me!”
“Oh, I didn’t see his face,” she said
smiling as if she were keeping a
secret.
“Then how did you know he was my
son?” Now I was puzzled.
“I was just sitting in the car, and I
saw a little boy in a baseball cap
walking across the field to join his
team. He walks like you.”
Walks like me? Now I was curious.
How do I walk? Since I’m doing the
walking, I don’t notice how I look
to others. Maybe I could watch him
amble around to get an idea.
That said, how we walk down a
street and how we walk through life
are very different things. Perhaps I
can’t help how I walk down a street,
but I want to be intentional about
how I walk through life.

Through life, I want to walk gently.
I want to treat all of life – the earth
and its people – with reverence. I
want to remove my shoes in the
presence of holy ground. As much
as possible, I want to walk in peace.
I want to walk lightly, even joyfully,
through whatever days I am given.
I want to laugh easily. I want to
step carefully in and out of people’s
lives and relationships. I don’t want
to tread any heavier than necessary.
And throughout life, I think I would
like to walk with more humility
and less anger, more love and less
fear. I want to walk confidently,
but without arrogance. I want to
walk in deep appreciation. I want
to be genuinely thankful for life’s
extravagant, yet simple, gifts – a
star-splattered night sky or a hot
drink on an ice-cold day.
If life is a journey, then how I make
that journey is important. How I
walk through life.
But still I wonder how I look when I
walk down a street.

Steve Goodier is an ordained
United Methodist minister and
the author of numerous books
about personal development,
motivation, inspiration, and making
needed life changes. He is the
founder and publisher of Your
Life Support System, an e-zine in
existence since 1999. Steve writes a
syndicated newspaper column and
has produced a daily inspirational
radio program. He has taught
and counseled people through life
changes and spiritual development
for three decades. Together with his
wife Bev, a professional counselor
and small group leader, he has led
numerous workshops on relational,
spiritual and inter-personal growth
topics.
www.LifeSupportSystem.com

Valorie Burton

Is It Time to Upgrade Your Thoughts?
Living a consistently fulfilling life is a
decision – and it begins with how you
think. I say “consistently fulfilling,”
because true success comes from
being fulfilled in every area of your
life, living on purpose and growing
every day. Doing so requires you
to think purposefully, deliberately
and openly about your life and your
options. Your thoughts determine the
actions you take, and your actions
create your reality. Consider these five
guidelines to upgrade your thoughts:
Know your values and live by
them. One of the reasons many
people have difficulty making
decisions about everything from
relationships to money, is that they
have not identified their values. Ask
yourself this question, “What do
I value most in my life?” For one
person, it may be freedom, family and
education, while for another it could
be adventure, service and beauty.
Knowing what is most important to
you and living according to those
values, makes it much easier to
determine how you will spend your
time, energy, money and life!
If the wheels are stuck, push!
The key to succeeding consistently
is taking action consistently. The
problem with most people is that

they only take action when they feel
motivated to do so – and that isn’t
very often. Choosing to remain stuck
negatively impacts you emotionally,
mentally, spiritually – even financially
and physically. Take action toward
your goals even when you feel stuck,
frustrated or down. That may mean
giving yourself an extra “push.” Putting
yourself in motion – even slow motion
– is better than standing still, or worse
– losing ground. Once you get moving,
you often find the motivation to pick up
the pace.

new opportunities. You will find that
creating your own opportunities
often leads to opportunities you
never dreamt possible!

Trust your intuition. Don’t wait
on the approval or actions of others
to determine the path of your life.
Spend time with yourself, pray,
meditate, and reflect on what’s
important to you on a regular basis.
Intuition is a gift from God that acts
as an inner compass to guide us in
the right direction, even when there
is no physical evidence to support it.
Recognize that you ALWAYS have
Tap into your intuition by becoming
options. In Rich Minds, Rich Rewards, I tuned in to your “inklings,” and
talk about the power of choice. You are listening to the nudges you feel in
not stuck unless you choose to be stuck. your spirit. When you trust your
You always have options to become
intuition, you trust God’s ability to
more and to grow into the fullness of all lead you in the right direction.
that you have to offer the world. Have
you considered all of your options?
Valorie Burton is a bestselling author,
speaker, and life coach dedicated to
Be creative about your life. One of
helping people get unstuck and be
the reasons we can become frustrated
unstoppable in every area of life. She
is because we box ourselves into certain is the founder of The Coaching and
roles without much room for creativity
Positive Psychology (CaPP) Institute
or space to try new things. We act as
and has served as a certified
though what we do now is all that we
personal and executive coach to
hundreds of clients in over 40 states
can do. If we want to try something,
and 10 countries.
we’ll have to give up what we’ve built
and start all over. This is not necessarily
so. Build on your strengths and
www.valorieburton.com
experiences, and be bold about creating

Healthy Food That Makes
Fireworks in the Mouth
By Caryn O’Sullivan, CHHC

Once summer hits, the party invites
start to come. Everyone wants to
be outside and celebrate with good
food, good drinks and sunshine. But
jumping from party to party can take
a serious toll on your energy and
your waistline. Creamy coleslaws
and potato salads, beef patties on
white bread and topped with cheese,
and nitrate-laden hot dogs are not
exactly foods that will help you keep
your figure or protect your body.
Picnics, parties and warm nights that
seem to beg for ice cream challenge
anyone trying to keep to a healthier
regime. Every once in a while it
is okay to indulge, and I actually
encourage being “bad” every so
often. However, if you do, be sure
to bring along a conscious eating
attitude, and enjoy every bite. Chew
your food, appreciate your ice cream,
and be thankful for the time with
friends or family. By doing so, you
will be able to more easily recognize
when you are full and make better
choices.
If you want to stick with healthier
habits this summer, nature makes
it very easy. Focus on seasonal,
fresh fruits and vegetables! Berries,
lettuces, greens, peaches, peas,
green beans and zucchini are just
a few of the many delicious foods
nature provides for us during the
summer months. These foods give
you energy without making you
feel heavy or weighed down. If you
are headed to a party or a picnic,
ask to bring a dish or two that
you know you will want to eat and
will help steer you away from the
temptations.

Here are a few options that are
simple, inexpensive and will make
fireworks in everyone’s mouth!
Make a fruit salad with seasonal,
organic fruits like strawberries,
blueberries and peaches. There
is nothing like an in-season, local
peach. The sweetness, softness and
juiciness IS summer! Toss the fruit
together with fresh lemon juice to
keep the peaches from browning and
to add some tartness. It’s festive, fun
and flavorful!
Bring along a vegetable centered dish
or appetizer. If you know there will
be a grill (and likely there will be), tell
your hosts you will bring asparagus,
skewered veggies like peppers,
mushrooms & squash, or corn on the
cob. Grilled vegetables are succulent
and hard to resist! Simply toss with
a bit of olive oil, salt and pepper and
grill until they are tender. Add fresh
lemon juice to brighten it up and
bring out the flavors!
Bring the Chips and Dip. You can
go for lower fat, organic and baked
chips, along with organic salsa
without preservatives or additives.
Take it one step further and make
your OWN salsa with tomatoes,
tomatillos, jalapenos, garlic, basil, red
onion and mango for sweetness! You
can control the heat and fresh means
more antioxidants and nutrients!
Here’s a tip: Use heirloom tomatoes
in salsa. The result is a sweeter taste
with endless flavor!
Quench everyone’s thirst with healthy
cocktails! Make a batch of a CoconutPineapple smoothie in advance

with fresh pineapple, coconut milk and
coconut water. Guests can add in rum if
they’d like or drink it virgin. Another idea
is to make a refreshing and energizing
mixture of honeydew melon, cucumber
and fresh mint. This is cooling, relaxing
and would also be tasty with a shot of
vodka or tequila (drinker’s choice).
And if you decide to just go with the flow
and eat what’s there, then keep these
tips in mind for a healthier mouthful.
Avoid char on your meats. It may
look appetizing, but the char contains
carcinogens (cancer causing substances).
Dress up your burger or hot dog
with tomatoes, sauerkraut, pickles,
cucumbers, mixed green lettuces, etc.
The more vegetables you add on top,
the healthier your burger will be. You will
also be filling up on fiber and nutrients,
and feel more satisfied.
Remember that cocktails, fun party
drinks, beers and wines contain a lot of
calories and sugar, so go easy and drink
a lot of water too!

Caryn O’Sullivan is a Holistic Health
Coach, founder of Appetites for Life,
LLC. She is a graduate of the Institute
of Integrative Nutrition, and holds a
certificate in Chinese Dietary Therapy
from the world renowned Jeffrey Yuen
at the Chinatown Wellness Center.
Caryn also supports women who want a
positive connection with food and with
themselves by encouraging clients to
develop conscious and mindful eating
skills.
www.appetitesforlife.com

Guy Finley

Practicing the Presence of Peace
The short “truth tale” that follows
is intended to help us learn two
very simple, yet crucial spiritual
lessons in letting go. Read it
carefully. Within its story is hidden
the secret place where peace and
stillness reside as one.

understanding was not enough
to correct the developing
negative condition within her.
And so, taking action before she
became any more frightened,
he took his little girl by the
hand.

A father once took his young
daughter to a nearby old
growth forest. He knew that
the stillness and beauty of the
massive trees would work their
enchantment on her, as it had
always done upon him. And he
was right; her little heart was
at home in the quiet depths of
these ancient trees. All was well
for the first several moments,
but then something broke into
the peace of the place. As they
walked farther into the forest,
he could see that his daughter
was becoming overwhelmed. She
would be looking at a particular
tree when the sun would pass
behind a cloud, giving rise to a
great shadow that would move
through the woods. Everywhere
dark shapes stretched out, as if
to touch her, and then the light
would shift, creating motion
somewhere else. On and off went
this shadow show, so that one
minute she would be absolutely
captured with enthusiasm for the
beauty of the light, and the next
minute she would be scared by
the encroaching shadows.

“Come on, sweetheart,” he
said, and they walked back
out of the forest and headed
for the place where he knew
a special lesson awaited her.
They walked hand-in-hand for
20 minutes or so, got outside
the trees, and climbed a gentle
hill to its crest where they could
get a panoramic view of the
forest. They sat down on the
edge of the little bluff together
and quietly looked down on
the woods spread out beneath
them. What a magical sight!
The little girl saw dozens of
shadows caused by the clouds
as they moved beneath the sun.

As her emotional state escalated,
her father realized that her limited

She saw the whole of the forest
and its invisible relationship
with the world around it.
Wordlessly, she realized that
no event happened by itself.
And most importantly, from her
new vantage point, none of the
things that had troubled her
within the forest troubled her
now. She grew very still. Peace
returned to her. Her new view of
reality had granted her this gift.
From that day on, whenever
they went to the woods, she
was no longer afraid.

We, too, have within us a
new, higher vantage point—a
very special part of ourselves
within which we may be at
peace regardless of what goes
on around us. This yet-to-be
realized state of ourselves
may be called conscious selfawareness. Through its power,
instead of being pulled down
into painful identification with
the passing shadows of life,
we can discover a life in a
peace far above the reach of
any fear.
This higher world and this
peaceable kingdom of Now
dwells within you. Allow your
heart to remind you what the
mind so easily forgets: there
is a peace. There is a shelter.
There is a timeless place in
each of us that no darkness
can shatter or dispel. Make it
your one intention to spend
your time there. Prefer its
ever-present company to that
of any promise of peace to
come, and watch how your
life grows happy and whole in
stillness beyond compare.

Guy Finley is the bestselling
author of The Secret of Letting
Go, The Courage to Be Free,
and 40 other works that have
sold over a million copies in 20
languages worldwide.
www.guyfinley.org.

How to Make
Peace with the
Endings That
Come with Age
By Cheryl Richardson
Yesterday afternoon I plopped into a
chair on the deck to finish one of the
many May Sarton journals I’ve collected
over the years. This one was written
when she was 74 years old and it
chronicles her life as she recovers from
a stroke.
I love Sarton’s journals and I’ve
devoured each one like a decadent,
irresistible treat. She is uninhibited in
the way she captures the reality of a
woman living alone, doing her best to
make sense of her life.
This particular book, After the Stroke,
was my last one and I had only a
few pages left. I relaxed in the sun,
feasting on every word, and when I
turned the final page and finished, I
stared out over the land behind our
home for a long time, feeling the
poignancy of this ending.
Endings. Life is full of them. Often
without new beginnings in sight.
I know I’ve written a lot about change
and uncertainty and aging over the
last year and that at times I probably
sound like I’m circling a black hole.
But the truth is I’m doing my best to
understand and express what it means
to age consciously and fearlessly.
I like naming the truth. And in a
culture that worships youth, it’s too
easy to avoid the tricky conversations
about growing old. Like death, most
people hate to talk about it. Fortunately,
aging seems to make it easier for me to
engage in uncomfortable conversations.
Not to mention the fact that I actually
like getting older. For the most part.
I don’t know about you, but I have
no interest whatsoever in being 29
again. Just the thought of it makes me
shudder. I was clueless back then.
C-l-u-e-l-e-s-s.

I didn’t know who I was. I had no idea
what I wanted or how to get my needs
met. And I swayed this way and that
trying to please the world. Now at 54I
know what makes me happy and I know
how to live there.

of what’s happening in your life, the
ride gets pretty wild. These days I find
myself having adventures that even my
40-year-old self couldn’t handle.

Cheryl Richardson is the New York
Times best-selling author of several
books including, Take Time for Your
Sure handsome young men now look like
Life, Life Makeovers, Stand Up for Your
they could be my sons. (And some of
Life, The Unmistakable Touch of Grace,
them look at me like I’m their mother).
Yes, I have to face the fact that there are The Art of Extreme Self Care and her
some sagging places that are just going to new book with Louise Hay entitled You
remain a little saggy. And I can’t get away Can Create an Exceptional Life. Cheryl
is a lifestyle coach and speaker whose
with using phrases like “You look fly,” or
work has been featured on Good
“Ya feel me?” without feeling like an idiot
Morning America, The Today Show,
because it looks like I’m trying to be hip
CBS This Morning, New York Times,
instead of actually being hip.
USA Today, Good Housekeeping, and
Hell, I just discovered the new definition
O Magazine. She was the team leader
of “surfboard” since hearing so many
for the Lifestyle Makeover Series on
people talk about it after Beyonce’s sexy
the Oprah Winfrey Show and she
Grammy performance of Drunk in Love.
(I know some of you are googling it right
accompanied Oprah on the “Live Your
now)
Best Life” nationwide tour. Cheryl also
served as the co-executive producer
I’m finding the process of aging to be
and host of “The Life Makeover Project
scary, unsettling, and also quite exciting.
with Cheryl Richardson” on the Oxygen
Instead of trying to maintain a certain
Network, and as the co-executive
age, a certain look, or a certain lifestyle,
producer and host of two Public
I’m welcoming completion and change.
Television Specials – “Stand Up for
Your Life” and “Create an Abundant
Like the ending of a good book, there are Life.”
ends to certain stages of life and I want
www.cherylrichardson.com
to be brave enough to face them, name
them, and write about them. That way I
can be ready for the next adventure. And
trust me, when you’re present to the truth

Staying Mindful In
The Midst Of Chaos
By Ed and Deb Shapiro

Have you ever been in a crowded subway
or busy street, lost in a marketplace in
a foreign country, or caught up in an
argument that was going nowhere? Does
it make you lose your mindfulness and
awareness so you end up overwhelmed
and confused?
Swami Satchidananda, one of our early
meditation teachers, taught that there
should be no difference between being
mindful in a cave or in the center of a
city, as peace is inside us, independent
of external circumstances. Although this
is undoubtedly true it’s definitely put to
the test when our lives are full of stress
or chaos.
Maintaining mindfulness, especially when
confronted with challenging situations,
means staying focused while also letting
go. This way you remain non-judgmental,
allowing things to be as they are. As
soon as we begin to hold on, whether
to fear, resentment, irritation, hurt, or
anger, we get caught up in the power
of the emotion and lose perspective
and balance. So, more than letting go,
we say: “Don’t even pick it up!” It’s not
about denying or repressing our feelings,
but that we aren’t clinging or holding on
to them. Feelings come and they pass.
Like birds in the sky of our mind, we can
let them fly away.
One of the greatest spiritual teachings
is the awareness that all things are
impermanent, that all things come and
go, that we can’t hold to anything,
not even pleasure, for it will soon
change. Embodying the truth of this is
wonderfully liberating as it brings us back
into the present moment: if everything

is so impermanent, including ourselves
and our feelings, then there’s no
purpose in holding on and trying to
make those feelings last longer. Rather,
there’s far greater joy in releasing them
and reconnecting to sanity and peace.
Chaos is natural — it’s everywhere. Life
is unpredictable and will bring about
many different emotions and mind
states that can be challenging and
difficult, even unbearable at times. But
beneath the dramas, distractions and
problems there’s a still and calm place
we can rest in.
As Dr. Joan Borysenko says in our
book, Be The Change, “Meditation is
when I can watch stuff go by and the
part of me that usually interrupts and
says, ‘That’s a good story, or that son
of a bitch, or I’m guilty and awful,’ that
part sits back and sees it as just one
more story but without attachment to
it. This gives me the most delicious
sense of spaciousness and peace.”
Like the water in a lake, when the mind
is calm we can see the depths below,
but when the mind is disturbed it’s
easy to get caught up in the waves.
Through mindfulness and meditation
we can chill before circumstances take
over. And always, always, remember to
breathe!
If circumstances can’t be changed then
we can change our attitude toward
them — we may not be able to control
the wind but we can adjust our sails.
We can either blame others or we can
relax into each moment as it arises,
being with it as it is. When we can

be with the way things are in the
present moment then we’re free of
complications, and that freedom is
our peace.
Just Being Meditation
Find a comfortable place to sit, and
close your eyes. Become aware of
yourself, of your presence on the
chair in the room. Cast your mind
around your body. Breathe into and
release any places of tension.
Now feel the flow of your breath as it
enters and leaves. Here you are: alive
... breathing ... sensing ... your heart
beating ... your feet on the floor. Be
present with yourself and whatever is
happening, without judgment.
Now just sit and be and breathe
... just sitting ... just being... just
breathing. Silently repeat, “May all
things be well, may I be at peace
with all things.” Stay with this for a
few minutes, or for as long as you
like. When you are ready take a deep
breath and gently open your eyes.

Award-Winning Authors Ed and Deb
of Be The Change, How Meditation
Can Transform You and the World,
are mindfulness, meditation and
yoga experts. Deb’s new novel is:
Merging: Women in Love - what
happens when you fall in love with
the least likely person of the least
likely gender? – and she is the author
of Your Body Speaks Your Mind, now
in 19 languages. They have three
meditation CDs.
www.EdandDebShapiro.com

Three Ways Hypnosis Can Help with Job Loss
By Mary Battaglia, CMS, CHT
When a company goes through major
changes that lead to layoffs it is a
difficult time for everyone from the
CEO down. When you see USA Today
reporting companies like Merck located
in Whitehouse, New Jersey, eliminating
over 15000 jobs you know it is affecting
people in New Jersey, New York and the
entire Country.
Stress, anxiety and negative emotions
quickly spread when rumors are
rampant about a looming lay off. When
the actual lay off occurs people may
first feel shock, rejection and then fear.
These are all typical emotions because
people work hard for a company and
can feel slighted about a layoff, which
makes them unsure of their future. A
lay off may seem like the worst thing
that can happen to you but if you
change your perception you may see it
as an opportunity to find an even better
life.
Many corporations hire companies
to help with resume building and
interviewing skills, which are beneficial.

Another support that can be offered
by companies facing job eliminations
is hypnotherapy. Hypnosis can help
people face major changes in life and
find new goals that can assist them to
create an even better life.
How Hypnosis Helps Companies
and Employees Effectively Deal
with Job Loss
1. Reducing stress and anxiety
through hypnosis can be helpful
before, during or after a lay off.
Corporations can offer group or
individual hypnosis sessions during
this difficult time, which can create
an easier transition for everyone
involved.
2. By defining and working on
peoples goals hypnosis can help
employees reinvent themselves or
advance in their career.
3. Writing the perfect resume and
knowing what to say in an interview is
great, but if you don’t feel confident

it will show in the interview and you
won’t get the job. In hypnosis you
find and remove what is blocking
you from having self-esteem or selfconfidence. Increasing your selfconfidence will show in the interview
which can lead to a new job.
The next time you are in a HR
meeting or hear how a friend may
be down about the loss of a job
mention how hypnosis may help.
Make a job transition easier by
utilizing the positive benefits of
hypnotherapy.

Mary Battaglia is a clinical
hypnotherapist who is dedicated to
helping people improve their lives
through hypnosis.
www.metrohypnosiscenter.com

by Mee Tracy McCormick

How I Cooked My Way Out of
Chronic Autoimmune Disease with
Whole Foods and Healing Recipes

My Kitchen Cure gives Real Food cooking
tips, tricks, and tools that any cook will
need to create their own kitchen cure by
boosting the immune system in its fight
against autoimmune disorders, and just
about any chronic health condition.
The book shows how Real Food cooking is
easy to manage for those who have never
cooked an entire meal without a jar, can,
box, or microwave.

Mee Tracy McCormick

“MY KITCHEN CURE” is available at

amazon.com

Mee Tracy McCormick is a recognized
autoimmune cooking expert, a TV
cooking personality, a Food Makeover
Consultant, and a Community Food
Advocate. When she’s not on the road
with her Real Food Makeovers, Mee
and her family enjoy their Real Food
Lives split between their organic farm
and cattle ranch in Nashville, TN, and
their home in Malibu, CA

Find out about A REAL FOOD LIFE at

meetracy.com

Raffi Jamgotchian

Internet Abuse Is Sapping Productivity
And Putting Your Company At Risk
Using the internet for personal purposes
in the workplace reduces employee
productivity and costs money. Internet
abuse is a problem because browsed
content can raise ethical questions
and typically the kinds of sites visited
would be a violation of company policy.
This is in addition to the fact that the
time and frequency of accessing the
internet compromises productivity.
Many inappropriate sites are infected
with malware either directly or through
advertiser networks, causing a greater
risk to company data, information
integrity, and network performance.
What constitutes internet abuse?
Workplace internet abuse is a significant
risk factor for employer liability, costing
employers’ valuable hours of work.
Internet abuse ranges from viewing
pornography in private offices to
spending hours on social sites, playing
online games, shopping online and
paying bills through the company
internet. Other consequences of
improper internet use include litigation
issues, such as sexual harassment,
hostile work environments and
discrimination.

Revoking network privileges
One way to deal with this problem is
to entirely remove internet access.
Unfortunately, such a decision has
the negative effect of punishing those
who don’t abuse the privilege. In
addition, it’s impossible to completely
banish personal internet usage when
the business relies heavily on Internet
for communication, research and upto-date information.
Monitoring internet usage
One way to reduce employer liability
is to monitor and filter employee
internet use. Although there are
disagreements about the principle
behind internet monitoring, many
employers agree that it is a necessary
“evil”. This solution requires some
investment and changes in the
networking infrastructure but can
provide an almost immediate Return
on Investment (ROI). It is also
necessary to draft an Acceptable Use
Policy (AUP), implementing specific
rules of personal internet before
implementing such a change.
How strict a company would like
to run a network is an individual

decision. We’ve worked with banks
and medical offices that only want
their employees to visit specific sites
that are related to work and nothing
more, not even search engines. The
other end of the spectrum (where
most companies lie) are businesses
that allow full access. At the very
least, a business should request
that its IT service provider filter
sites distributing viruses and other
malware, pornography, and hate
speech. This will provide a business
some reduction of risk without
completely stifling the freedom
allowed to its employees. However,
it’s not uncommon to go further and
block video sharing or streaming
websites (watching the Olympics
or the Final Four can sap Internet
bandwidth!), social media, and/or
shopping.

Raffi Jamgotchian is the president
and chief technology officer of
Triada Networks, a small business
computer support company, and
a certified information systems
security professional.
www.triadanet.com

William J. Ward, Esq., and Edvie M. Castro, Esq.

Eminent Domain And the Underwater Mortgage
A number of cities in New Jersey,
including Irvington and Newark, are
considering using the power of eminent
domain to aid homeowners whose
mortgages are underwater. A mortgage
is underwater when its unpaid balance is
greater than the property’s market value.
The underlying mortgages, however, are
not necessarily in default.
The concept of using eminent domain
to assist homeowners in danger of
foreclosure was first introduced in San
Bernardino, California, when the County
explored the idea of addressing negative
equity by using private equity to help
current borrowers in foreclosure blighted
neighborhoods. The controversial plan
was for municipalities to use the power
of eminent domain to circumvent
mortgage contracts, acquire loans from
bondholders, write them down, and
give them back to the bondholders.
The proposal was abandoned by the
County and two of its cities because of
the unquantifiable risk that it introduced
to the market and the lack of public
support. The level of risk involved, the
possible cost of implementing such
a plan, pushback from the mortgage
industry, and the threat of serious
litigation have proven significant
impediments to cause a number of
cities to reject the idea of using eminent
domain as a cure-all to the woes of the
housing market.
Officials of other cities still find the
possibilities of the plan appealing in
theory, if not in practice.
“It’s designed to prevent foreclosures,
keep people in their homes, stabilize
our neighborhoods and give our local

economy a chance to recover,” said
Gayle McLaughlin, mayor of Richmond,
California.

foreclosures in the struggling cities.
Activists insist that New Jersey is in a
state of crisis.

Richmond has adopted a plan to use
eminent domain to seize underwater
mortgages, but has yet to actually use
the power. The city’s hesitation may
be attributable to a forewarning of
future litigation as a law suit that was
preemptively filed by Bank of New York
Mellon and Wilmington Trust Co. was
dismissed by the court in September
as premature. The Federal Housing
Finance Agency has also threatened
legal action against cities that use
eminent domain in this way.

While foreclosure rates are falling
in other parts of the country, New
Jersey is on track for another 50,000
filings before the end of 2014. More
than 50 percent of Newark and
Elizabeth mortgages are underwater,
trailing only Hartford, Connecticut,
among cities with more than 100,000
residents. Paterson is fourth at
49 percent, just ahead of Detroit.
Jersey City ranks 32nd in the nation
according to the report Underwater
America completed by a team of
urban planners and sociologists from
numerous academic institutions.

FHFA has called it “a clear threat to
the safe and sound operations” of
the mortgage industry. The Mortgage
Bankers Association, asset managers
as well as groups representing banks,
real-estate agents, and builders have
also objected to the plan, saying it
would deter investments in mortgages
and damage communities by having
a chilling effect on the extension of
credit to prospective homeowners.
The financial industry views eminent
domain as a slippery slope because it
penalizes those who save and invest,
and violates the rights of investors who
may not receive the fair market value
of the mortgage.
Undeterred, officials and activists in
Irvington, Newark, and other cities
are championing the use of eminent
domain to seize underwater mortgages
as “friendly condemnations” and using
incentives to persuade homeowners
to agree to the use of the power
of eminent domain to prevent

Although the New Jersey American
Civil Liberties Union has traditionally
been wary of the use of the power of
eminent domain, executive director
Udi Ofer has voiced support for
the proposal and his belief that the
use of eminent domain to purchase
underwater mortgages would be
permitted under New Jersey law.
The ACLU joined officials from
Newark, Irvington, and other cities in
requesting that U.S. Attorney General
Eric Holder investigate possible
retribution from the Securities
Industry and Financial Markets
Association (SIFMA) and other major
banks against communities that
choose to use “eminent domain”
to seize mortgages in foreclosure.
The Home Defenders League has
also announced its support for the
proposal. Members of the Irvington
NAACP have stated that their hope
that “Eminent domain can work for

Irvington” is spurred by the fact that an
estimated 1,775 homes in Irvington have
been foreclosed upon since 2008, leading
the city to spend revenue maintaining
and policing vacant and abandoned
properties. Facing similar problems,
Chicago, Illinois and Yonkers, New York
are also debating the idea.
In March, Irvington council members
approved a resolution which brings
the issue before the Planning Board
for identification of properties in
potential foreclosure in areas in need
of redevelopment. Authorities estimate
that approximately 200 underwater
mortgages will meet the criteria to be
taken by the township. In May, the
Newark Municipal Council unanimously
approved a resolution in support of the
city purchasing underwater mortgages.
It has been estimated that approximately
1,200 homeowners in Newark will be
saved from foreclosure if action is taken.
However, there is no assurance that
these mortgages will be paid and it is
unclear whose money will be at work
when the mortgages are purchased.
Attorneys are weighing in the legal
aspects of the concept. New York
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman
has warned, “I think [it] should be a
vehicle of necessity, and it’s controversial
whenever you use it... You have to be
careful about balancing all the interests.”
He has one problem with the plan to
acquire properties to save properties
from foreclosure - it runs afoul of the law.
On the other hand, Alexander Shalom,
Senior Staff Attorney ACLU of New
Jersey, stated, “There are legal concerns
and we want to be measured to make

sure that we are not overlooking any
of them but don’t want banks to scare
cities away from fully considering
these options. So there are legal
concerns but those are in the details
not in the big picture about whether
eminent domain can be sued to seize
a mortgage.” The ACLU of New
Jersey and the Brooklyn-based Center
for Popular Democracy filed suit on
January 5, 2014 against the FHFA
demanding that it disclose details
about its relationship with banks and
other financial institutions.
The debate and ensuing litigation
may continue indefinitely. As legal
research continues, municipalities
will undoubtedly be advised of the
possible unconstitutionality of the
use of eminent domain to seize
underwater mortgages given the
public purpose mandate. Even under
Kelo v. City of New London, in which
the U.S. Supreme Court found that
it was appropriate to use the power
of eminent domain for economic
development, the proposal to seize
underwater mortgages may violate
the requirement that a taking be for
a public purpose because only certain
homeowners will benefit.
Assuming that the government has
the authority to take a mortgage for
a public purpose under the power
of eminent domain, the proposal
as it stands is still not practical. In
New Jersey, if property is acquired
by eminent domain, the owner must
receive just compensation at the fair
market value of the property. Fair
market value has been defined as the
amount that a willing buyer and seller

would pay for the property in an armslength transaction. The fair market
value of the underwater mortgages to
be taken will be the present value of
the amount that remains due on the
mortgage. Municipalities will then be
responsible for compensating lenders
for a value greater than that of the
home securing the mortgage. The
resulting financial loss will undoubtedly
be passed along to tax payers. This
would be completely unacceptable for
today’s cash-strapped municipalities.
If a municipality does decide to risk
litigation with lenders by implementing
a plan and seizing underwater
mortgages, the matter will likely take
years to reach the Supreme Court for
resolution. In our opinion, this type
of litigation will cause unnecessary
exposure to the municipalities, because
the takings would not meet the
threshold of public purpose justifying
condemnation.

William J. Ward, Esq., is currently a
member of the New Jersey State Bar
Association, American Bar Association,
Bergen County Bar Association, and the
Hudson County Bar Association. Mr.
Ward and John J. Carlin, Jr. established
the firm, Carlin & Ward, P.C., located in
Florham Park, New Jersey. In addition
to eminent domain and real estate
tax appeals, the firm handles land use
matters, as well as business, corporate
and employment law cases.
Edvie M. Castro, Esq., is an attorney
with the firm, Carlin & Ward, P.C.
www.carlinward.com

Berry Butter
By Todd Daigneault, ASCS, CEC
Prep time: 15 minutes
Approximate Yield: 1-3/4 cup
Ingredients
1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted butter, room temperature
4 tbsp confectioners’ sugar
1/4 tsp Vermont maple syrup
1/2 cup hulled and coarsely chopped fresh strawberries
1/2 cup assorted fresh raspberry and blueberry coarsely
chopped
Directions
Using an electric mixer, beat butter, sugar, and Maple
syrup until light, about 1 minute. Add strawberries and
assorted berries and beat until combined well.
Transfer to ramekins or small serving dishes and chill until
ready to serve. Top favorite baked good or pastry, or
serve with favorite raw vegetables. Remaining berry butter
can be frozen for up to two months. Roll into log, cover
with plastic wrap, and freeze. Thaw before using and
serve at room temperature.

Chef Todd H. Daigneault, ASCS, CEC, is devoted to
helping people incorporate healthy eating into their daily
lifestyle. Todd held various management level positions
within the food industry and he has worked for prominent
restaurants and resorts across the country. Todd has won
numerous chef challenges, and competed on a national
stage of chef challenges, including Tyson National Chef
Challenge featured on Fox Television. Most recently, Todd
has accepted a chef position with the Culinary Enrichment
Innovative program sponsored by Hormel Foods and The
Culinary Institute of America – Todd is one of 16 honored
applicants chosen out of 3,000 candidates. Todd currently
has a cooking show airing on cable television.

Reinvent Yourself,
Start With Your Core!
By Luis Soto, JR
Are you ready to reinvent yourself?
What are the questions roaming in your
head every night that prevent you from
getting a good night’s sleep?
What does it actually take for someone to
release their old self in order to create a
new self?
These questions are a divine signal from
the universe nudging you to take a bold
step into the unknown territory of your
divine self. To reinvent oneself, we must
start with the core. Your core represents
strength, vitality and power! Also all your
beliefs, values, behaviors and attitude
come from your core. The foundation
of who you are in this world originates
from your core essence. The divine
manifestation of your spirit and soul lives
in your core.
There are three elements that make up
our core: physical, spiritual, mental.
Let’s examine the physical part of your
core. This area is where your strength,
energy, power, stability and balance
exists. If your physical core is out of
shape, then you are depleting excess
amount of energy from your body every
day. This does not only mean that your
stomach is out of shape or you are
lacking a solid six pack or flat tummy for
viewing purposes. No the physical core
is what gets you up in the morning to do
your work, go to meetings, take care of
the kids, run around to take care of your
errands, and everything else physical that
requires strong core strength to get you
through the day.
Don’t take this lightly and think that
your core is only your abs. Try to see the
bigger picture why this area is so vital to
your well-being and you will change your
mind and perspective on keeping your
core in great shape.
The best course of action to strengthen
your physical core is exercise with the
emphasis on functionality, strength,
balance, flexibility and power. Here is a
list of physical activities that will keep
your core strong and vital to demonstrate
the power that resides in your physical
you. Pilates, yoga, running, interval
training, swimming, dancing, cycling,
inline skating. Pick one and implement

this activity to keep you strong, lean
and powerful!
Now that we have our physical core
under control, let’s focus on our
spiritual core. This area is really the
foundation of your core essence.
The spiritual core represents faith,
commitment, integrity, beliefs and
values.
If all these attributes are not aligned
with your core essence then there is
no power to plug into. The spiritual
aspect of you is where your gifts
and talents reside. This area of
your spiritual core connects you to
your divinity. Here is where infinite
intelligence, omnipresence, God, spirit,
consciousness lives. If this area is not
being activated or exercised then there
is really no foundation to hold you up
when times are difficult.
I’ve come to realize that my spiritual
core has been the foundation for me
to awaken myself and transform my
life. Through this area I have truly
experienced miracles, answered prayers
that were only possible by my spiritual
core. The best way to exercise and
keep this area in shape is through
contemplation activities; self-reflection,
meditation, prayer, reading spiritual
texts, journaling, and asking deeper
questions like who am I or what’s
my purpose in life? Who do I want to
become in this world? Ask yourself if
this area needs your attention today.
Last but not least we look at the mental
aspect of your core. This area consists
of your brain, mind and consciousness.
Our mental core is where we formulate
ideas, plans, visions for the present and
futures of our lives. This mental faculty
provides the imagination, dreams
and order to make our life grand and
fulfilling. If this area is lacking our
attention then we can’t tap into the
immense power this faculty provides for
our mental well-being.
The brain consists of three powerful
players that provide knowledge,
learning, skills, patterns, techniques
and ideas to light up our life. The mind
is the reasoning part of the brain and
where your subconscious mind lives
as well. Consciousness is all around
us. It is that state of being where no

time, space and environment exist.
This space of infinite potential is vast
and mystical and we are part of this
incredible space of possibilities in our
mind and body.
The best way to exercise this area
is by stimulating the brain and mind
with new ideas of who you want to
become in this world.
Make it your intention to try
something new every day and
break the old habit of your habitual
old self. Program new beliefs and
bold declarationsof truth in your
subconscious mind in the morning
or right before you go to sleep. The
subconscious mind is more open to
influence positively at these two
critical times during the day.
It has been clinically proven by
psychologists that it takes 21 days to
break or make a new habit in your
mind. The goal then is to try your best
to start a new mental program for the
next 30 days to create new synapses
in your brain to rewire new programs,
ideas, beliefs and behavior to start the
process of reinventing oneself.
Keep in mind that the body and
mind will fight you and will resist
your greatest desire to change your
old habitual way of being. Here’s
the secret to this whole process
of reinvention. We must be ready
to surrender our struggle with the
ego consciousness and receive the
blessings and energy from infinite
intelligence. This universal mind,
Quantum Law, omnipresent God is
pure consciousness coming from a
place of unconditional love. It only
wants the best for you and your life.
Once we relinquish control and allow
this powerful source of healing, light
and vitality to penetrate our being,
then we will be ready for change
and the miracles and possibilities will
manifest deeply in our lives.

Luis Soto Jr., is a transformational
life coach, personal trainer,
author, and motivational speaker.
His new book is entitled,
Awaken to the Brand New You.
www.newlifeliving.org
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Healthy Habits To Aid
With Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder
By Lynn Corrigan, DO

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
or ADHD, is a very common condition
in the United States. It is diagnosed
more often in boys, and it is a chronic
health problem that requires ongoing
management.

food. Avoid pesticides. Try to eat as
organic as much as possible. Add
omega-3 fatty acids to your diet. The
omega-3s decrease depression and
anxiety and can improves grades,
so eat fish twice a week or take a
supplement.
Improve your sleep. Try melatonin,
chamomile tea, or lavender
aromatherapy to get your needed rest.

So what healthy habits should you
follow to help?

Exercise vigorously for at least 30
minutes every day. Exercise helps the
body and the brain.

Start with diet. Avoid artificial colors,
sweeteners, and preservatives in your

Use calendars, lists and schedules to
get and stay organized.

Don’t spend more than two hours in
front of electronic devices daily and don’t
spent time around tobacco smoke.
Work on stress management. Meditation
is very helpful because if decreases
stress and improves concentration.

Lynn Corrigan, DO, a board-certified
physician in both Anti-Aging,
Regenerative and Functional Medicine
and in Family Medicine, is the anti-aging
and regenerative medicine physician
at the Active Center for Health and
Wellness in Hackensack, NJ.
www.theactivecenter.com

